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Landing page “Zero State”

Excess buttons are hidden and 
can be accessed on the top 
menu.

Fret-board has features that can 
be found on a traditional guitar 
fret-board.

You can change the tuning as 
well.



Tapping on the fields creates 
the chord below.

This is for if you know the chord 
but don’t know the fingering.

No menu, instead an X is posi-
tioned in the same place.



Here’s the chord!

You can also use your finger 
and modify the chord on this 
screen as well.

Play button allows you to hear 
a high quality MIDI of it.

Chord breakdown is useful for 
musicians to know how to con-
struct a song that works with 
theory.



Here’s a variation.

The ‘X’s on the strings indicate 
a no strum

The ‘O’ means it’s open and 
that sting can be strummed.



Back to G minor.



Here’s the menu.

Trash can icon deletes the 
chord back to a “Zero State”.

Add Song icon adds current 
chord to a song.

Add favorites simply adds it to 
your favorites list.

You  can also shake your phone 
to reset the chord chart.



Here’s the add song menu.

This is a small window that 
pops up. It acts like a carou-
sel in which the icons move 
through linearly.

You can add the chord to a 
new song, or add the chord to 
an existing song.

Tapping outside the menu gets 
you back to the chord break-
down.



On board keyboard is dis-
played.

Song “Oceans” is typed.

Enter/Return/Ok to continue.



Ticker appears once an action 
gets completed.

Here a song was created and 1 
chord was added to the song.



Here we added current G mi-
nor chord to favorites.

Ticker information fades out in 
a couple seconds. We no lon-
ger see it here.



Record session is a subset of 
tools found on the main chord 
page.

This is the Record Session’s 
“Zero State”.

No red dot on this screen, 
means the recorder is not re-
cording.



Red light appears when we hit 
record. Contextually is seen on 
the microphone head as well.

As you play guitar the WAV will 
be displayed and any chords 
that the software identifies will 
be placed in a grid below.



Stop recording, red light turns 
off.

If you recorded 30 secs, then 
the bar fills to 30 secs. If you 
record 3 mins, then the WAV 
will fit to 3 mins. Meaning, the 
WAV will always be full once 
recording finishes.



Adding chords to song.

Same window pops up.



Once we add to a song, ticker 
appears.

Note the arrow. Any ticker ac-
tion in which an action is com-
pleted can be undone - before 
it disappears. 

“Grace Period”



Tapping on any chord from Re-
cord Session brings you to the 
Chord Breakdown with chord 
visible.



Grid like setup of every single 
chord that you have ever made.
This includes single notes as 
well.



Menu.

Trash can be selected in order 
to delete chords from history.

Add song icon can be selected 
to add select chords to a song.

Add favorites adds select 
chords to your favorites.



Tap blue star icon.

Tap any/all chord structures to 
add them to favorites.



Tap blue star icon.

Turns white.

Ticker displays the 4 chords



Menu closes

Can undo the chords if you 
want - before the ticker fades.



Favorites are displayed in a 
grid. Commands the space ef-
fectively.



Tapping on the chords opens 
them up to reveal a simple 
chord structure.



Tap to close them.



Menu. Everything pops down, 
so that the menu does not cover  
chord buttons.

Trash is for deleting favorites.

Add song to add select chords 
to a song.



Tapping add song icon turns 
blue.

We can then tap on the select 
chords we want to add to a 
song.



We tap on the add song icon to 
complete selection action.

Same window as we’ve seen 
before.



4 songs added. Ticker.



Tapping the trash icon deletes 
select chords.



11 Chords are deleted.

The menu also closes as we 
no longer are concerned with 
those deleted chords anymore.



Lastly, the song book.

‘Add a song’ icon is first in the 
list.

List should be Alphabetical. (I 
am not following that rule here).



Tapping and holding over a se-
lect song icon prompts us to de-
lete it.

In fact, tapping and holding 
anything in the last 3 categories 
can delete single items.



Ticker is displayed, song disap-
pears.



Tapping into a song shows off a 
song builder.

Workbench indicates all chords 
add to the song.

Intro, Verse, Chorus, Bridge 
and Outro are available for 
song construction.

Tapping the arrows on the right 
of the menu bars acts like an 
accordion.



Menu.

Trash icon indicates that we 
can delete chords from the 
song.

Play icon gives us a quick MIDI 
play through of the chords in 
the song.

Lock icon stops you from mess-
ing with the song accidentally.




